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1. ABOUT
Innoket is a marketplace where idea, subjects, topics, articles and
opinions is our priority. The idea behind this system is pretty simple. Most
of the problems faced by many investors are the unavailability of the
right field and scheme to put investments in. The fund is available for
investment but no idea on what to invest in which made us to come up
with this idea marketplace which gives many investors a very wide range
of business opportunities to invest into to yield massive profits.
On Innoket you get to be paid for dropping a particular idea article. It is
a platform that turns user’s information, opinion and ideas into products
that can be sold on the platform to earn a particular amount the user
agrees to sell the product. As soon as you make a publish, interested
buyers will contact and buy your published work. This platform gives you
the access to chat with interested clients during the process of sale of a
particular idea, this makes the buyer get full information of the idea and
additional advices to be given by the seller.
Innoket - Am innovative market place for all which focus mainly on
normal people, their approaches, ideas and inventions.
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Real Time Scenarios:
1: Someone from the village who has an innovative idea in farming. A
rich farmer sees that and adopts the same by giving him money to get
access to his/her idea and innovation.
2: Young scientists who discovered something but there is no exposure
for what they have done.
3: If you have some mathematical formulae/approaches, safe place to
save it and whenever they want they can publish publicly and also edit
and update data.
4: People who has good knowledge can't show it to world because of
restrictions. For such kind of people, we keep some challenges to
encourage the people.
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2. FEATURES
-

Compile, Edit, Modify and Store your Product

Gathering of your information is one of the major things to do regarding
your post, once compiled you can take a doublecheck to make sure
you have no bug and if there is any you can easily make corrections and
store your piece to get it ready for publishing.

-

Publish Compiled Information

Once you have crosschecked your post and you are sure it’s ready to
go for sale then there is no reason to keep your product unpublished so
as to get buyers get access to buying your idea pack.

-

Sell and Buy Idea Articles

Once your piece has been successfully published, you wait for just some
few moments to get your buyer and make transaction done on time.
Buyers have access to browse all available products and can buy as
many products at the same time seamlessly.

-

Payments made in IKT

All Payments and transactions are to be completed with our Innoket
Coin to ensure swift and seamless payment flow on the platform.
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3. FORUM
Innoket has a forum with wide range of Classified advisors with great
ideas from all around the world where you can make friends and work
together on our platform to achieve more great goals.
4. CHALLENGES
Challenges will be given occasionally on the platform to motivate the
users of this great innovation and bounties will be provided to those who
solves the challenges given.
5. PAYMENTS
You have deliver your work on time, then your payment has no reason
to be delayed. That’s why on Innoket we have created an inbuilt escrow
system to make sure every transaction is done professionally and without
delays. So, there is no reason to delay your funds from getting to you. All
payments are made in Innoket Coin (IKT).
6. TOPICS / AREAS / SUBJECTS
-

Young Scientists

-

Tutorials

-

Technical Administrator

-

Programmers/Developers

-

HYIP Investors

-

Simplified Ideas

-

Article/Content Writers

-

IT Professionals

-

ICO Experts

-

Blockchain Professionals

-

New Innovations

-

And many more
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7. COIN SPECIFICATIONS
Coin Name

INNOKET

Abbreviation

IKT

Supply

21 Million

Algorithm (POW/POS)

Quark

MN Collateral

10,000 IKT

Block Time

60 Sec

Block Reward

25/15 IKT

First Block Pre-mine

420000 IKT

Diff Target

Every Block

P2P Port

37658

RPC Port

37659

8. ROADMAP
25th Feb. 2018

- Website Released

29th Mar 2018

- IKT Coin and Wallet Release

April /May 2018

- Coin available on all Exchange Platforms

3rd Quarter of 2018

- Demo of Innoket Marketplace Available

4th Quarter of 2018

- Official Launch of Innoket Marketplace

2019

- Future Enhancements
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9. INNOKET COIN DISTRIBUTION
210000 IKT

1%

for Developers/Marketing

210000 IKT

1%

for Masternode Sale

Remaining

98%

for MN Rewards/Staking/Mining
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10. WHY INNOKET?
There are some ICO's which raised millions of dollars just for development
of website or infrastructure. Do you really think millions of dollars are
required to build those?
1: No ICO
There is no ICO for building Innoket market place, but we
are selling 1% of the total coins for masternodes.
2:

Quark Algorithm

Quark is super secure and uses a different hashing algorithm
with 9 rounds of hashing from 6 unique hashing functions
(blake, groestl, blue midnight wish, jh, SHA-3, skein). It is
the one used in the Proof of Work. Because of Quark, IKT is
ASIC resistant.

3: Low Supply
Innoket coin is developed with low supply of 21million,
which will help to create the demand.
4: MasterNodes & Privacy
MasterNodes allows a sure and stable network with a
copy of the blockchain stocked in each node. Also, it
helps in stabilizing supply and demand.
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